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Fuck it, Don Tjernagel is the best of the best. Either Prick I or Prick II proves it. Anyways, he is an

independent stand-up and you can get a good deal on his CDs through his website and even buy single

tracks and get a taste. A new Don Tjernagel CD is s 10 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Standup Comedy,

SPOKEN WORD: Comedy Details: Comedy CDs - Top Ten Stand-Up Comedy CD Lists - Top Ten

Comedy CD List - Beyond The Pale The Nasty Show is always a sell-out at the Just For Laughs Comedy

Festival. There is certainly a market out there for stand-up comics who do not play it mom and pop safe,

push the envelope of good taste, swear a lot not just to punch up some weak material, are, to put it mildly,

edgy. In fact, some of the more topical stand-up comedy out there is usually done by comics who work

blue. Here, is our list of the top ten comedy CDs by comics who go beyond the pale, true blue comics, in

no particular order except the number one spot. Don Tjernagel - All American Jester: I love Don

Tjernagel. This guy is a wickedly smart comic. If you think you have a strong stomach for controversial

material Tjernagel is the peptic ulcer that will prove you wrong. Next to him Lisa Lampanelli, granted a

totally different kind of dirty joke teller, is a virgin nun. Any of the 5 or so Tjernagel CDs is solid so I chose

All American Jester because it is the first in alphabetical order. copy and paste link below for entire CD list
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